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Dear Colleague,
DAV Centre for Academic Excellence is committed to provide continuous academic
support to DAV Institutions as well as creates a robust ecosystem which promotes excellence in
school education.
To achieve the desired goal, the Centre in coherence with academic guidelines enshrined
in National Curriculum Framework 2005, designs curriculum guidelines, syllabi, textbooks,
innovative multi-media
based teaching learning materials & computer aided learning for
classes LKG to VIII. Further, it develops evaluation material comprising question papers, marking
scheme, sample papers as per CSSE guidelines for classes VIII and XI. In addition to this, it also
provides comprehensive checklists & Cumulative Cards for classes LKGto II.
The Centre conducts academic audit of DAV Institutions at a regular interval to ensure
that each one of them is functioning seamlessly in all the parameters.
Functioning in decentralized mode, the Centre in close co-ordination with DAV Regional
Training Centre(s) conducts continuous In-service training of teachers & Heads of DAV Institutions
for performance enhancement and capacity building. In addition, training of non-teaching staff
for embedded technology in day-to-day working is organized as per the emergence of need.
You are an important stakeholder
functioning of your respective institution
our website
www.davcae.net.in
on
activities/programs
being undertaken by

of DAV and playa pivotal role in further improving the
in all the spheres. Therefore you are requested to log on
regular basis to take benefit from the various
it from time to time.

Yours sincerely,

(Dr.~rn)
Director (PS-II) & Academics
Copy to:
Regional Directors & Assistant Regional Directors (PS)

